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This energy to waste plant wishing to be built in Minchinbury is a joke. As this is the first of its
kind here in Australia it should be built in tHe middle of the dessert or somewhere in a non public
area. Seeing this bloody thing is going to be built across the road from my house and yes across
the road seeing I will have a view of the 2 stacks from my back door.
My issues are the smoke from the stacks no one can tell us if they are harmfull but the stacks
over in England are harmful, the extra road traffic on the M4 and Walgrove road with all the extra
trucks and the noise from this. With already deal with a bloody bad smell from the tip so what are
we goi g to get from this. Is this plant going to be operating 24/7 if so the noise at night.
The house prices in the area are they going to pay us out if we wish to move or what because I
don't care what the experts say the valve of the houses in the area will drop.
What about all the wild life we are getting in the area with the smoke from the stacks will this kill
off the birds and other wild life.
Then look at all the kids and the elders in the area do we have to wear face musk because of the
pollution will the kids still be able to play sports in the areas. What really takes the cake is this
has been in the planning for 3years and we find out at the year of last year 2016. So who in the
government has been hiding this????.
and this is still being
looked at please really easy the local polly and federal needs to step in and stop this from
happening.

